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the throng, which, by 10:30 
for a noon-starting rally, 
was already a horizon unto 
itself. I saw the ironic and 
sane signs, often dismissing 
irrational demonizing or 
lauding universals, saying 
things like “Hooray for 
Most Things” and “Hitler 
died 65 years ago.” They 
were clever and nice. 
We found ourselves in 
the second section from the 
front, with the stage in view 
but my height and the heads 
of those in front making 
my best bet the jumbotron 
looming to my right. It is 
unfortunate to say that most 
of my time at a live rally was 
spent looking at a massive 
screen displaying exactly 
what the TV audience saw, 
but the atmosphere remained 
even as the performers were 
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O p e n i n g 
her lecture, last 
Thursday, October 
28, 2010, at Lake 
Forest College, 
writer and 
journalist Achy 
Obejas pointed out 
the prevalence of 
stories in our life. 
 “Writing brings 
order to chaos,” 
said Obejas. “And 
stories are all 
around us. We 
think and dream 
in narratives.” 
 Widely renowned 
for deftly 
navigating complex 
themes such as 
race, religion, and 
sexual orientation in 
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Identity in Narrative – a lecture by Cuban-American writer Achy Obejas
her work, Obejas speaks 
as a Cuban-born American 
with a Midwestern accent. 
Her super-awareness of the 
subtleties of this identity 
(she is an emigrant without 
the comfort of exile) as 
well as her marriage to a 
woman, are some of her 
sources of inspiration. 
During the lecture, Obejas 
spoke primarily of identity. 
She read from an unfinished, 
untitled story of a young 
doctor, a woman, describing 
turtle hunting, painting 
vivid images of beheaded 
turtle carcasses strung up 
on trees like numerous 
Christmas ornaments. 
“We write from personal 
experience or interviews, 
backing up ideas with 
our own identity, which 
incorporates details gleaned 
throughout our lives,” she 
said. Obejas admitted she 
wasn’t one to hunt turtles.
“Words stand apart 
from the writer,” she said, 
explaining how truth was 
irrelevant to a good story. 
And yet, said Obejas, the 
writer’s identity influences 
the words. As a fluid 
concept, this transcendent 
identity is ever-expanding to 
encompass our experiences, 
but “not purely subjective.” 
This theme of identity 
and the inverted exile 
is particularly poignant 
coming from Obejas and 
is lent ethos by virtue of 
the author being a Cuban- 
Jewish- lesbian woman. 
Writing every day is 
necessary, advised Obejas 
after relaying the story of 
her family’s escape from 
Cuba on a small wooden 
boat - a tale of days spent 
baking beneath the sun in 
the open Atlantic Ocean. 
After days an enormous 
steel ship where the six-
year-old Obejas was hauled 
onboard by a pink-skinned, 
blonde American. “Was this 
an alien? I had never seen 
blonde eyelashes before,” 
said Obejas. 
The lecture was 
followed by a question and 
answer session where the 
writer’s candid sense of 
humor encouraged inquiries 
into her personal inspiration 
and discussion of a possible 
return to Cuba.
Obejas is the author 
of Days of Awe, Memory 
Mambo, and We Came all 
the Way from Cuba So You 
Could Dress Like This? For 
many years Obejas worked 
for the Chicago Tribune as 
a journalist, and in 2001 she 
received a Pulitzer Prize for 
her team’s series “Gateway 
to Gridlock.” Her work 
has appeared in numerous 
anthologies in the form of 
poetry and prose.
“Telling stories is like 
shedding skin – you lose 
something living even while 
you gain new possibilities.”
See Rally on page 4
Rally to Restore Sanity: The Intrepid Report 
from the (near) Front Lines
ANDREW VAN HERIK
CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF
editor@lakeforest.edu
Jon Stewart’s Rally to 
Restore Sanity happened. 
It was funny. Smart things 
were said. But was it 
important?
I went hoping it 
would be. I like Jon Stewart 
and, to a lesser extent, 
Stephen Colbert, for very 
Philosophy-major reasons. 
I think Stewart is a Socratic 
figure in modern times, 
acting like a kvetching, 
vulgar fool while actually 
speaking truth to power and 
encouraging wisdom in this 
country. His jokes, no matter 
how couched they may be 
in clever word play and 
awkward giggling, are not 
derisive but progressive—
“not only is your perspective 
ridiculous, there is also a 
better way of doing this”. 
Colbert, meanwhile, is 
a brilliant satirist but is 
often more silly than he is 
effectual. 
So, I arrived expecting 
something more. And I think 
I got it, although in a way I 
did not expect. 
Arriving with my 
brother, a Sierra Club 
lawyer who lives in DC and 
allowed me to go to this 
rally relatively painlessly, I 
first saw the crowd. 
I don’t care for 
numbers. Statistics often 
dehumanize success and 
tragedy. So, a hundred 
thousand, a hundred and 
fifty, or Stewart’s mock 
analysis of 10 million; 
however large the crowd, 
it felt momentous. People 
talk about feeling like a part 
of something, and I noted 
the transition from walking 
through DC’s morning bustle 
and grabbing a lovely ham 
and cheese crepe, to entering 
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Case Number: 1000606
Date & Time Reported:  
10/26/2010 5:18:42 PM
Location: DEERPATH HALL
Offense: LARCENY / THEFT OF-
FENSE
Incident: FOOD REPORTED 
TAKEN FROM CAFÉ
Campus Watch
Case Number: 1000608
Date & Time Reported:  
10/27/2010 5:44:22 PM
Location: REID CHAPEL
Offense: MISCELLANEOUS 
INCIDENT
Incident: FALLEN CONCRETE
Case Number: 1000624
Date & Time Reported: 11/1/2010 
8:46:52 AM
Location: STUDENT CNTR/COM-
MONS
Offense: DAMAGE TO PROPERTY 
- CRIMINAL/VANDALISM
Incident: DAMAGE TO WALL 
REPORTED
Case Number: 1000607
Date & Time Reported:  
10/27/2010 1:48:59 AM
Location: MOORE HALL
Offense: MISCELLANEOUS INCI-
DENT
Incident: BROKEN FISH TANK 
LEAKING WATER
Case Number: 1000609
Date & Time Reported:  
10/28/2010 1:47:13 AM
Location: SOUTH CAMPUS
Offense: MISCELLANEOUS INCI-
DENT
Incident: RECKLESS DRIVING
Case Number: 1000625
Date & Time Reported: 11/1/2010 
11:04:22 AM
Location: NOLLEN HALL
Offense: DAMAGE TO PROPERTY 
- CRIMINAL/VANDALISM
Incident: DAMAGE TO WALLS 
REPORTED
Upcoming
Events
11/4- Kenneth L. Weik 
Undergraduate Life 
Sciences Research 
Symposium, 4:30 pm, 
Mohr Student Center
11/5- Zumba! 4:30-
5:25 pm, LFC Sports & 
recreation Center Dance 
Studio
11/5- Men’s Hockey vs. 
Finlandia, 7:30 pm, LFC 
Ice Rink
11/5- e.Team movie: 
Inception, 8 pm, 
McCormick Auditorium
11/6- Graduate School 
Practice Tests, 9 am, 
Library Rooms 203 and 
221
11/6-Men’s Hockey vs. 
Finlandia, 2:30 pm, LFC 
Ice Rink
11/6-History Student/
Faculty Social, 6-8 pm, 
Pierson Rooms
11/6- Women’s Hockey vs. 
St. Olaf, 7 pm, LFC Ice 
Rink
11/7-Lake Forest Dance 
Marathon 2010, Mohr 
Student Center
11/7-Women’s Hockey vs. 
St. Olaf, 2 pm, LFC Ice 
Rink
11/7-Lake Forest Lyrica: 
Bella Voce, 3 pm, Lily 
Reid Holt Memorial 
Chapel
11/8-Brain Awareness 
Week: Keynote Lecture in 
Neuroscience, 4:15-5:15 
pm, Meyer Auditorium
11/8-CAP Colloquia Series 
Lecture on schizophrenia, 
4:30 pm, Meyer 
Auditorium
11/8-Brain Awareness 
Week: Brain Outreach 
“Sex & Sleep”, 5:30-7 pm, 
Stuart Commons
11/9-Business Club’s Deal 
or No Deal, 8pm, Student 
Center 
11/9-Brain Awareness 
Week: Brain Anatomy 101, 
12:30-2 pm, Johnson 215
11/9-Brain Awareness 
Week: Disease 101, 2:30 -4 
pm, Johnson 200
NOTE-Only home games 
are listed.
Custodial Services: ARAMARK’s Maiden Voyage At Lake Forest College
Many students 
coming to Lake Forest 
College have little idea 
of how custodial services 
function. They know 
that they clean up after 
students, but other than 
that, they are oblivious. 
Students know that they 
were they are the friendly 
people  sometimes seen 
cleaning the residence 
halls. Students are also 
aware that ARAMARK 
supplies us with a great 
cafeteria service that most 
students enjoy on a day-to-
day basis. 
However, this year 
ARAMARK has taken 
over janitorial contracts. 
This may seem like a small 
change, but when put into 
perspective this change 
has been quite important. 
Custodial duties entail a lot 
of responsibility that takes 
23 full time employees and 
nine part-time employees 
to do. 
Many may believe 
that the LFC custodial 
staff simply cleans up 
after us, but they provide 
more services than only 
“cleaning up”.  Nick 
S c h m i t t , 
Manager of 
C u s t o d i a l 
Services, said 
that the other 
responsibilities 
around campus 
include  “daily 
and weekly general 
cleaning along with 
project cleaning that 
includes carpet and hard 
surface floor care.  The 
custodial department is 
also responsible for doing 
the set-ups and teardowns 
for events.” 
David Siebert, 
Director of Facilities 
Management, explained 
how the LFC custodial 
services: “Custodial 
Services operated as 
a department within 
Facilities Management 
with a college-employed 
manager in charge of the 
full and part-time college 
employed custodial staff.” 
This old system worked 
very well with the college 
before it put 60 million 
d o l l a r s 
into the creation and 
restoration of various parts 
of campus. The Sports and 
Recreation Center nearly 
doubled in size, thus 
creating a new demand for 
custodial services. 
This expansion 
ultimately strained the old 
system that Lake Forest 
College had in place, so the 
college looked to partner 
up with ARAMARK 
therefore outsourcing the 
custodial services. The 
effects of this change 
have been everything that 
Siebert expected. “My 
expectations have been 
exceeded in every category, 
this change has been a win-
win at every level,” he said. 
Some of his expectations 
included: a better custodial 
service with larger range, 
increased custodial 
training, retention of job 
spots and pay rates, and an 
“industry leading” benefits 
package.  Schmitt informed 
me that ARAMARK has 
also supplied the college 
with several state-of-the-
art pieces of equipment 
that will lower the 
environmental impact of 
GARRETT PLUHAR- 
SCHAEFFER
STAFF WRITER
pluhagr@lakeforest.edu
the college and reduce 
chemical wastes. 
Despite the successes 
of this change, Siebert 
has experienced a few 
administrative problems as 
well.  “Since ARAMARK 
was required to retain the 
then-current custodial 
staff, there were some 
issues that typically 
would be expected 
with the transition 
of 32 individuals 
from one company 
to another.” But even 
with these difficulties 
the new system has 
been doing well. 
With these nominal 
problems and sizeable 
advantages, Siebert 
maintains a glass-half-
full attitude about the 
subject. “We have every 
reason to believe that our 
expectations will be met or 
exceeded.” 
My expectations have been exceeded in 
every category.  This change has been a 
win-win at every level.”
“
”
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Upcoming
Events
11/9-Brain Awareness 
Week: Brain Outreach 
“Thinking & Learning”, 
5:30-7 pm, Stuart 
Commons
11/9-Yoga, 6-7:15 pm, 
Buchanan Hall
11/9-African Heritage 
Week: “Sarafina!”, 6:30 pm, 
McCormick Auditorium
11/10-Mindfulness 
Meditation, 12:15-12:50 
pm, Skybox
11/10-Brain Awareness 
Week: Frontiers in Brain 
Science, 3-4 pm, Hotchkiss 
Hall
11/10-Consulate 
Conference on International 
Trade, 4-6 pm, Calvin 
Durand Hall
11/10-Brain Awareness 
Week: Keynote Lecture in 
Neuroscience, 4:15-5:15 
pm, Meyer Auditorium
11/10-Brain Awareness 
Week: Brain Outreach 
“Language & Hearing”, 
5:30-7 pm, Stuart 
Commons
11/11-Brain Awareness 
Week: Brain Anatomy 101, 
12:30-2 pm, Johnson 215
11/11-Brain Awareness 
Week: Disease 101, 2:30 -4 
pm, Johnson 200
11/11-Brain Awareness 
Week: Faculty Forum, 6:30-
8:30 pm, Meyer Auditorium
11/11-Opening Reception: 
“Life Under the Sun” 
Exhibit, 7:30-9:30 pm, 
Sonnenschein Gallery, 
Durand Art Institute
11/12-African Heritage 
Week Dance Workshop!, 
6 pm, LFC Sports & 
Recreation Center Dance 
Studio
11/12-Brain Awareness 
Week: Campus Movie 
& Panel, 7:30 pm, 
McCormick Auditorium
NOTE-Only home games 
are listed.
Rally, cont’d
Photo courtesy of Andrew Van Herik
A protester expresses his less than extreme perspective. Photo courtesy of Andrew Van Herik
Spectators watch the countdown to the beginning of the rally.
glimpses seen when 
I foolishly jumped to see 
above the crowd. That 
atmosphere was quite 
spectacular, and perhaps 
defined this experience for 
me more than any of the 
humor or reason. 
Colbert and Stewart 
were good, you see. Their 
shtick was on, their jokes 
hit, and they criticized 
abject fear mongering with 
potent montages of pundits 
from the left and right. The 
musical acts The Roots, 
John Legend, Mavis Staples, 
Kid Rock and Sheryl Crow; 
an especially impressive 
“Train” medley of Yusuf 
Islam (formerly Cat Stevens) 
singing “Peace Train”, Ozzy 
Osbourne interrupting 
with “Crazy Train”, and 
The O’Jays compromising 
with “Love Train” were 
e n j o y a b l e . 
The audience 
moved and 
swayed like a 
non-drugged 
Wo o d s t o c k 
cont ingent , 
clapping and 
c h a n t i n g 
w h e n 
appropriate. 
But the 
c o m e d y 
was neither 
striking nor 
controversial, 
avoiding the 
tragic notes 
S t e w a r t 
has struck 
in recent 
breakdowns 
of the political 
system. And 
the music did 
not bring tears, 
just polite acknowledgement 
for its vaguely moderate 
messages—and The Roots, 
despite a fantastic opening, 
were underutilized during 
the show. A Detroit Rap/
Rock hick and a fading 
Crow do not the best hip-
hop band of all time beat. 
However, the music applied 
not just to hipsters or hippie 
but to a universal audience, 
a triumph unto itself. This 
was not so much catharsis as 
a nice little get together. 
Stewart’s keynote 
speech was moving for what 
it was. He encouraged us all 
to realize that, first, calling 
people Marxists or Fascists 
or Racists is insulting to 
them because they 
haven’t earned it, 
and insulting to real 
Marxists, Fascists, 
and Racists who have 
managed to retain 
those nonsensical 
philosophies in the 
modern era. He then 
spoke of compromise, 
of how Americans are 
not the ideologues you 
see on TV, but working 
men and women 
who are constantly 
making reasonable 
compromises to get 
something done in 
life, from something 
as mundane as 
merging from four lanes 
of traffic into one cramped 
tunnel, to something more 
fundamental like working 
an extra hour away from 
your kids to make that deal. 
Stewart asked nothing of 
his audience because, he 
said, they had already done 
for him and themselves 
more than enough simply 
for coming here. Stewart 
wanted reasonable people to 
gather and just be. We did. 
We were. 
Standing around us 
were college students, the 
expected crowd, along 
with Michigan retirees and 
middle-age parents with 
their daughter, perhaps less 
expected. I saw no controlled 
substances, no vitriol, just 
people hanging out and 
maybe learning something 
for the six hours I was on the 
Mall. Stewart, speaking on 
behalf of the charity Trust 
for the National Mall, told 
us all, without any irony, not 
to litter, and we didn’t, the 
mall looking a little trampled 
but quite pristine as I left at 
4:30pm. Colbert also raised 
funds for Donorschoose.org, 
which connects charitable 
individuals with specific 
schools’ needs, thereby 
making your donation 
personal and meaningful and 
improving many schools. 
From the coldly factual “I 
have a sign” crowd to some 
liberal but polite dismay at 
Sarah Palin et al (including 
a humorous depiction of 
Palin, Beck, and Hannity 
Photo courtesy of Andrew Van Herik
The rally exteneded quite some ways forward and back from the stage.
as the three prisoners in O 
Brother Where Art Thou?), 
there were signs seemingly 
written by that smart aleck 
everyone loved in high 
school abounded. 
What really stood 
out for me, though, was 
the attitude. People were 
basically thoughtful, 
reasonable, and having a 
good time, many mocking 
the idea of radicalism itself, 
others simply being there 
to be there. Whether these 
thousands will vote or will 
found movements or will 
boycott cable news is yet to 
be seen. Whether Stewart 
and Colbert will take this 
rally as a beginning or an 
end is unknown. Perhaps 
asking us what we would do 
for our country was a waste 
of this massive crowd. 
Perhaps we were ready to 
be a flock for good. But the 
rally was remarkable for 
gathering tons of people just 
wanting Americans to calm 
down and talk to each other, 
you know, if you have the 
time and all. Stewart wants 
more out of the country, and 
wants us to want more and 
do more, just not to get all 
crazy about it. Being one of 
thousands that came without 
knowing why for sure and 
left feeling good, that seems 
reasonable to me. 
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Forester Focus
Hello Foresters!
Here is an update on what Student Government has been up to 
this year:
Student Government added their names to a list of - 
Signatories for the Collegiate Housing and Infrastructure 
Act (CHIA, HR 1547/SR 781). Current IRS tax policies 
require that charitable donations and those being 
donated to lose tax exemption status, which in many 
cases discourages the giving of grants. The passing of 
CHIA would alter tax policies to have no tax on either 
party or tax on the donated money and would allow a 
greater budget for safety improvements.
Conversation regarding Mail Services- 
Student Government now has a bulletin board outside of - 
the Gates Center
Several Student Organizations were approved; - 
Congratulations to American Marketing Association, 
Fusion, Mathematical Association of America, S.N.A.P.,  
and the Commuter Student Organization!
Treasurer and Homecoming Chair Riley Hutchinson - 
planned a very successful Homecoming week
Discussion of numerous why there was an increase - 
warning grades given out this semester and how to lower 
the number of warning grades for next semester
Dialogue concerning ARAMARK service- 
FAAC presented a proposal to transfer $7,000 from the - 
Speaker Fund to the Discretionary Fund. This bill will 
take effect upon next year’s budget allocation.
Much more to come! Including:
 
TONIGHT! Student Government “Meet and Greet”, - 
November 4, in the Skybox. We will also be discussing a 
possible Constitutional Amendment!
Potential Open Forum with Public Safety, Residence Life, - 
and student body
Conversation regarding the enrichment of school spirit- 
Executive Board Elections!- 
Please join us and express your opinion! Thursdays at 7:00 in 
Meyer Auditorium
A Student Government Update 
from Secretary Brianna Lemond:
Aries ( Mar 21-Apr 20): Let’s talk pogo sticks, Aries. For some inexplicable reason, I just 
keep getting a vision of rams jumping up and down on pogo sticks in my crystal ball. It could 
be in need of a tune-up, or it could mean that you’re going to break a world pogo-ing 
record sometime soon. Or maybe you’ll just be breaking some kind of record…Or maybe 
you’re going to be jumping right in to something new this week…
Taurus (Apr 21- May 21): Mess with the bull and you get the horns, right Gemini?! Show this 
week what you’re made of, and don’t take anything from anyone that you don’t want to. 
Assert yourself and make sure you get what you want this week. Your ninth moon has spun 
into your 7th house, meaning you’ll have an extra burst of confidence to make the week just 
a bit easier. 
Gemini (May 22 – Jun 21): That dual nature of yours is actin’ a fool again, Gemini. This week 
you’re going to have trouble deciding what kind of ice cream you want for dessert on Tues-
day. Might I suggest you get both flavors and send a little my way – treats for a cozy little 
evening? Or perhaps that’s overstepping my bounds… 
Cancer (Jun 22- Jul 22): You’ve got a special surprise in store for you this week, Cancer. 
That’s right, your favorite celebrity is going to show up at your door this weekend, bouquet 
of roses and reservations at a fancy restaurant in hand. I’ve got nothing else for you, but 
isn’t that enough?
Leo (Jul 23- Aug 21): Hey Leos, did you know that one in every fifteen Leos is born with 
a tail? You probably didn’t, because I made that up. Regardless, I wanted to catch your 
attention because it is quite important that you listen to Madame Hatbroth’s recommen-
dations for this week, as follows: 1) Be sure to brush your teeth three times on Saturday, 
for good luck,  2) Wear a garment the color of snow on Sunday to ward off any potential 
incubus or succubus, and 3) Whatever you do, don’t consume any fish for the next week. 
Virgo (Aug 22-Sept 23): A great back massage is in your near future, you lucky Virgo you. 
Hang around the front door of your dorm, rubbing your shoulders and complaining about 
being sore, and someone with magical massage hands will appear at just the right moment.
Libra (Sept 24 – Oct 23): Libra’s fifth moon has collided with Taurus’ third star of the first 
moon, meaning that a steamy romance is in your very new future. Don’t let this distract you 
from the giant paper due on Tuesday, however. Concentrate and get your work done, and 
there will be a nice reward in your future!
Scorpio (Oct 24-Nov 22): The crystal ball was quite fuzzy for you this week, Scorpios. 
However, Madame Hatbroth’s astrological charts inform her that your 10th house has 
moved into orbit around Pluto, meaning none other than Zeus is currently redecorating it, 
the Greek god himself. That being said, he’s a bit of a playboy, so you might not enjoy this 
new element of bachelor(ette)hood in your life. 
Sagittarius (Nov 23-Dec 22): The House of Dumbledore has taken your third moon hos-
tage this week, Sagittarius. If you don’t try and keep your pep up, you’ll fall into a mid-
week slump. Beware of mood swings as well – be sure to get outside and get a little sun 
before it’s all gone!
Capricorn (Dec 23- Jan 20): This week will be a good one, Capricorn. After conquering a 
test you’ve been stressing over, you’re going to dominate your friends in a game of ping-
pong. Give yourself a pat on the back for the double victory and indulge in a few choco-
lates and some cheese fries as a reward. 
Aquarius (Jan 21- Feb 19): Water is your thing, Aquarius, and Madame Hatbroth certainly 
hasn’t forgotten this. Pick up a reusable water bottle at the store in the next few days, and 
you’ll quadruple your savings when it turns out to be on sale. While you’re at it, pick up 
some peanut butter M&M’s as well; they’re just so gosh darn good. Well, unless you’re al-
lergic to nuts, I guess…
Pisces (Feb 20 – Mar 20):  This week, the 1st moon of Venus has moved into the House of 
Boomer. Subsequently, attendance at any sporting event this week will find you filled to the 
brim (and then some) with school spirit. Grab a black and red pom pom and shake it, right 
along with all yo mama gave ya. But, do try not to whip your hair back and forth too hard 
this week. 
Madame HelveticA Hatbroth’s
Weekly Horoscopes*
* Madame Helvetica Hatbroth and Isaac Acosta wish to gently remind their readers that her horoscopes and his 
advisements are written merely for entertainment purposes, and no decisions should be made based upon them.
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Features
Awake My Soul: Mumford and Sons put on brilliant 
show, transform concert into transcendent experience
KATIE McLAIN
CO-FEATURES EDITOR
mclaike@lakeforest.edu
To say that Mumford 
and Sons can put on a good 
concert is like saying Tom 
Hanks is a fair actor or that 
Johnny Depp is a reasonably 
attractive man.  
Given the modern 
music scene, Mumford and 
Sons should not be popular - 
they don’t churn out hypnotic 
hip-hop beats or perform 
with a choreographed group 
of back-up dancers, and 
they’re not fifteen-year-old 
teeny boppers with floppy 
hair.  Instead, they have 
created their own brand of 
intelligent, London-based 
folk-rock that references 
everything from Shakespeare 
to John Steinbeck, and that 
speaks to young and old 
alike.  They don’t just write 
music – they write music 
that awakens the soul.
On Saturday, October 
30th, I saw Mumford 
and Sons perform at the 
Riverside Theater in 
Milwaukee, and thanks to 
my general admission ticket, 
found myself in the middle 
of the crowded orchestra pit, 
watching the show from 15 
feet away.  This, I feel, is 
proof of divine intervention, 
since Mumford and Sons 
have produced sell-out 
crowds for all 20 cities on 
their American tour.  
These sell-outs are 
even more exceptional, 
considering Mumford and 
Sons are notably reserved 
by today’s entertainment 
standards.  Band members 
Marcus Mumford (lead 
singer, guitar), Ben Lovett 
(keyboard), Country 
Winston (banjo), and Ted 
Dwane (double bass), wear 
plaid shirts, white Oxfords, 
and vests that recall the 
working class of nineteenth 
century London, and their 
stage presence is witty, 
yet soft-spoken, almost to 
the point of being bashful. 
These are four men in their 
early twenties who are 
humbled by their explosive 
popularity.   
The entire show was 
based around this idea of 
class and simplicity.  The 
stage decoration, for one, 
was limited to a string of 
lights similar to the ones 
used in their video for “Little 
Lion Man,” and the lighting 
merely changed colors to 
reflect the tone of each song 
– there was no spectacular 
laser show, no explosion 
of confetti, and no costume 
changes.  Even the group’s 
physical arrangement was 
superbly simple – all four 
members of the band stood 
in a row at the front of the 
stage, allowing the audience 
to focus on the music.
And boy oh boy, 
Mumford and Sons know 
how to write music.  The 
melodies are simple and 
tuneful, but the musical 
arrangement is almost 
impossibly rich, featuring 
everything from acoustic 
guitar to double bass to banjo 
to horns to accordion to a 
kick drum and tambourine 
set that lead singer, Marcus 
Mumford, operated while 
singing and playing the 
guitar.  Talk about multi-
tasking.  Mumford’s raspy 
howl is exquisitely primed to 
convey a range of emotional 
intensity - the line “I really 
f***ed it up this time” 
dripped with anger and 
resentment, while the final 
chorus of “Awake My Soul” 
soared to a joyful crescendo 
that filled every cranny of 
the theater and transported 
the audience into a fit of 
near-religious ecstasy.
What made this show 
so memorable, however, was 
the band’s connection to the 
audience.  Their appreciation 
and gratitude for the fans was 
palpable from the moment 
they stepped onstage, and 
Mumford made a point 
of making sustained eye 
contact with the fans in the 
front rows through the entire 
concert, including this star-
struck writer. 
But nowhere was the 
connection more apparent 
than during the first song of 
the encore, when the group 
brought the opening acts 
back onstage, unplugged 
all of their instruments and 
microphones, and sang an 
intimate version of the Old 
Crow Medicine Show song, 
“Wagon Wheel,” at the edge 
of the stage.  The audience 
provided back-up vocals 
for the entire song, and on 
the last repetition of the 
chorus, Mumford yelled, 
“You know the words, now 
f***ing SING!” 
For their final song of 
the night, Mumford and Sons 
performed “The Cave,” an 
upbeat fan favorite featuring 
rollicking banjos that made 
the entire theater explode 
into a fit of raucous jumping 
and clapping each time 
the chorus rolled around. 
About two-thirds of the 
way through the song, the 
music slowed and began to 
swell in intensity, with the 
audience singing in giddy 
anticipation of the explosive 
finale.  And just as the band 
soared into the final chorus, 
Mumford yelled, “Come on, 
Milwaukee!” and the theater 
burst into an insane storm of 
screaming and dancing.    
I never realized how 
powerful music could be 
until I saw Mumford and 
Sons perform.  I sang and 
screamed like a woman 
possessed, and when they 
played “The Cave,” I 
threw my fists in the air 
and danced as if my very 
soul depended on it.  Every 
attendee was there with 
the same purpose – not to 
get drunk or waste time 
on a Saturday night, but to 
celebrate a band that has 
brought a sense of purity 
and authenticity to an 
industry ruled by AutoTune 
technology and Justin 
Bieber.  The concert was 
communal, it was raucous, 
and it was perfect on every 
possible level. 
From the quiet 
melodies of “Timshel” 
to the heartbroken agony 
of “I Gave You All” to 
the foot-stomping glee of 
“Roll Away Your Stone,” 
Mumford and Sons put on 
an incredible concert that 
crackled with electricity and 
magic.  The band has said on 
several occasions that their 
mission is to write honest 
music that resonates with 
joy and emotional intensity. 
Congratulations, boys. 
Mission accomplished.
Rating: 11/10.  Yes, it 
really was that good.
Marcus Mumford electrifies the audience with his heartfelt singing .
Photo courtesy of Katie McLain.
Mumford and Sons perform “Sigh No More,” the opening song of the concert.
Photo courtesy of Katie McLain.
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made to keep people on 
their toes that much longer. 
But overall, a fun time.
Driving to the Realm of 
Terror in Round Lake with a 
group of people already on 
edge proved to be a good 
mix of fear and excitement. 
This was a haunted house 
not for the faint-hearted, as 
there were people waiting 
to terrify us in the parking 
lot and at the ticket booth. 
Once inside, there was a 
lengthy wait, but it was 
completely worthwhile by 
the time the show began. 
Consistently shocking and 
creepy, Realm of Terror was 
worth the thirteen dollar 
admission. The 
final leg of this 
haunted house, 
which consisted 
of a small 
claustrophobic 
maze and intense 
strobe lights, 
even had this 
journalist a little 
freaked out.  It 
was impossible 
to avoid crashing 
into the walls or 
other people.
T h o u g h 
the haunted 
house may not 
be the main 
element of Halloween for 
all, it is highly enjoyable 
for those who are open to 
being scared. The sense 
of fear often overrides the 
knowledge of security, 
making people forget that 
they are in no real danger. 
Halloween is a time to be 
with friends and try to scare 
one another or see just who 
is the bravest one in the 
bunch - it may not be who 
you’d think.
Halloween is a time of 
great terror and great fun: 
this is the art of the haunted 
house. What is considered 
tame and what is considered 
terrifying?  It is hard to find 
one that is just right. With 
that in mind, I visited two 
different haunted houses: 
Hixon Hospital here at 
Lake Forest and Realm of 
Terror in Round Lake about 
twenty-five minutes away 
from campus. This won’t 
be a comparison of the two, 
rather some elements that 
worked well and could have 
been improved.
Starting with Hixon 
Hospital, it was a pretty fun 
time. Going with friends 
was definitely a good idea, 
and even people who claim 
to be brave ended up feeling 
scared once or twice. The 
spirit of Halloween was 
there and the drive was there, 
but unfortunately the time 
was not. Hixon’s biggest 
drawback was its short time. 
This couldn’t have been 
helped since it used a small 
building but if there had 
been more preparation time, 
perhaps an extension to the 
building could have been 
Haunted houses deliver 
chills that last beyond 
Halloween season
Image courtesy of Segmentnext.com
Professorial Profile:
The theatrics of Professor Richard Pettengill
Richard Pettengill 
is both an enthusiastic 
theater professor, as 
well as the chair of the 
department which allows 
him to oversee productions 
from the LFC theater 
department. The most 
recent play that Pettengill 
supervised was Fefu and 
Her Friends, a unique 
production that ran in late 
October where audience 
members stood among the 
actors and actresses and 
followed them from room 
to room in lieu of scene 
changes. Pettengill said 
Fefu was a great success, 
and that tickets sold out 
very quickly. (Make sure 
to keep an eye out for the 
tickets to the production 
of Anton Chekhov’s The 
Three Sisters in February!) 
Pettengill said that he used 
to teach in both the English 
and theater departments, 
but has been concentrating 
on theater as of late.
Pettengill grew up in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 
and went to Bates College 
in Maine for undergraduate 
school where he majored 
in English. Theater never 
even crossed his mind 
as an interest until he 
spent a semester abroad 
in England (Oxford 
University), where  he had 
the opportunity to read 
all 37 of Shakespeare’s 
CAROLINE DAVIS
STAFF WRITER
davisca@lakeforest.edu
plays. But it was the 
numerous productions 
that he attended (over 
50) that instilled a love 
of the theater. When his 
advisor suggested that 
he get his Ph.D. at the 
University of Chicago, 
Pettengill discovered 
the Court Theater. He 
attended performance 
after performance, often 
staying late to speak 
with the performers and 
directors, only to hear the 
fateful line, “We’re closing 
now…”
Pettengill said that the 
semester he spent abroad 
at Oxford University in 
England changed his life 
forever. There, he found 
an unexpected love for 
theater; he read every one 
of Shakespeare’s plays and 
saw numerous theatrical 
productions, and to this 
day, he embraces those 
experiences. Pettengill 
remarked that thinks about 
that semester abroad in 
England nearly every day. 
How could he not? It was 
there that the course of his 
life changed forever.
His genuine curiosity, 
obvious interest, and 
constant presence in the 
theater eventually led 
to a job opportunity – a 
dramaturge. Dramaturges 
research plays so as to 
better their development 
and production, and 
Pettengill was hooked. “I 
had never heard that word 
before,” he said, but it 
suited his theater interests 
perfectly. 
Around that time, he 
also created an educational 
program called the High 
School Matinee Series, 
which was born from 
Pettengill’s desire to 
expose public school 
students to the theater and 
its production, meaning, 
and history. He wanted 
to do more than educate 
students; he wanted to 
involve them.
After 12 years of 
working as a dramaturge 
at the Goodman Theatre 
in Chicago, he realized 
that he wanted to finish 
his Ph.D., which lead to 
his continued interest in 
English and theater. Lake 
Forest College was one of 
just two places offering a 
job that incorporated both 
Theater and English, and 
Pettengill was happy to 
accept.
Pettengill explained 
that he loves the work 
that goes into an effective 
translation of a play from 
the script to the live 
performance, everything 
from the scenery to the 
lighting to the costumes, 
as well as gathering an 
understanding of the 
playwright himself.  He 
enjoys how different 
actors and actresses bring 
the play to life. Directors 
sometimes take classic 
plays and set them in a 
different era, or location. 
Pettengill says such 
performances can be 
spectacular when they are 
done correctly, and he has 
seen many spectacular 
performances.
Pettengill sees 
Theater as one of the most 
flexible and beneficial 
majors a student can 
choose, as well as a major 
with a great number of 
intangible benefits.  For 
example, Theater majors 
develop a sense of self-
awareness, personal 
comfort, and confidence 
during both physical and 
vocal presentations. Such 
qualities are tremendously 
helpful in the “real 
world.”
Apart from the theater 
department, Pettengill has 
played guitar for many 
years, and continues to play 
in several bands, one of 
which, Fast and Cheap, is 
composed of LFC faculty, 
staff, and students.  He is 
also currently researching 
music in terms of live-
improvisation, specifically 
in terms of how the band 
members communicate 
with each other before, 
during, and towards the 
end of live improvisation. 
Pettengill also took a five 
week, full-time improv 
class this past summer, 
working with the Chicago-
based comedy troupe, 
Improv Olympics.
Theater majors develop a sense of 
self-awareness, personal comfort, and 
confidence, which are tremendously 
helpful in the real world.
“
”
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•  Distinctive interprofessional education – Learn side-by
-side with a community of professional students in a 
healthcare team
 
•  Intimate class size – 65 students with approximate 
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•  Lead by example – As part of the inaugural class, you 
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A National Leader in Interprofessional  
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3333 Green Bay Road, North Chicago, IL 60064
Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and Science 
announces the new
Ask Isaac, with Isaac Acosta*
Well the more he puts 
it off the more she’s going 
to get hurt. Confront it, be 
a man and tell her that you 
have moved on but that you 
wouldn’t mind being friends. 
For future reference, don’t 
go out with a person out of 
a crush, it can lead to bad 
things. 
Why do we 
still celebrate 
Thanksgiving? Isn’t 
it a genocide?
Thanksgiving is probably 
the best holiday out there. 
All you do is eat... all day....
Why’s it so 
effing difficult 
for people to form 
a line that wraps 
around by the 
front of the hot line 
instead of making 
a line that goes all 
the way back to the 
pizza?
-Practical thinker
Because then you 
have chaos in the hot line. 
You can’t please everyone, 
so it shouldn’t be a big deal. 
I say make the cafeteria 
bigger. 
What do you 
think the most 
decrepit building 
on campus is? Where 
should I wear a hard 
hat?
I would say there’s 
no real decrepit building in 
Lake Forest College. Wear-
ing a hard hat is just over-
reacting to something that 
has not happened before in 
LFC. Nollen.  
Dear Isaac. 
How would one get 
ahold of you -- that 
is, if they don’t know 
how to? Because, 
clearly, I do.
Sincerely, 
Looking out for 
others 
-Every female ever
Isaac can be reached 
by e-mail and campus mail 
Simply drop him a line at 
acostic@lakeforest.edu or 
submit your questions to 
The Stentor mailbox near 
the gates center. 
Should we have 
more vegetarian 
food in the caf?
Sure, more variety 
of food sounds great. Lets 
change the menu for every 
other month and not have 
the same pasta every other 
dinner.
Yo Isaac,
This friend of 
mine was going 
out with this girl 
for a little while, 
but he decided he 
didn’t like her and 
he didn’t want a 
relationship. But, 
it’s been like a 
month and he just 
won’t talk to her 
and break it off.  
What should he do?
-Concerned Pal
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I was five years old 
when Dean Martin died. I 
was eight when Frank Si-
natra passed away. I wasn’t 
even born before Sammy 
Davis Jr. expired. I have 
seen roughly a half hour of 
the original Ocean’s Eleven, 
I’ve seen only a high school 
adaption of Guys and Dolls, 
and I don’t particularly care 
for music of the 1950s and 
1960s. 
Despite all that, I rec-
ognize all three men to be 
undeniably, exceptionally, 
unbelievably cool. In the 
face of my indifferent at-
titude regarding the 
works, why do I find 
them so cool?
As unspecific 
and cringe worthy 
the word “cool” is, 
I cannot possibly 
explain myself any 
further. Frank Sina-
tra is simply cool. Period. 
It is impossible to elucidate 
myself any further because 
Frank Sinatra’s coolness is 
an objective fact. 
I am not alone in this 
belief. I suspect this sen-
timent is quite common 
amongst my generation. In 
his 2009 album The Blue-
print 3, Jay-Z recorded the 
song “Empire State of Mind” 
in which he boldly declares, 
“I’m the new Sinatra.” Why? 
Why does he choose to make 
this comparison?
On the surface, it 
would seem to show that 
Jay-Z chose Frank because 
of Sinatra’s important place 
in American pop culture. But 
aside from his aforemen-
tioned inherent “coolness,” 
what exactly is Sinatra’s 
contribution to our current 
pop culture? 
Without Google search-
ing I could name maybe a 
handful of Sinatra’s songs. 
When Jay-Z mentioned Si-
natra, he might have been 
harkening the listener to Si-
natra’s iconic “New York, 
New York,” but I believe 
it is much more likely that 
he was reminding listeners 
of what Sinatra represents. 
Frank Sinatra the Idea is 
much more important than 
Frank Sinatra the Human.
I suspect Jay-Z and 
my fondness of Frank stems 
from the fact that it is un-
likely we will ever see a 
celebrity like him again. We 
simply don’t like our celeb-
rities anymore, let alone re-
gard them as cool. 
Last week Charlie 
Sheen got high and trashed 
his hotel room to the tune 
of seven thousand dollars in 
damage. A couple of years 
ago, Kanye West interrupt-
ed the acceptance speech 
of a teenage girl during an 
awards show. Michael Jor-
dan delivered an NBA Hall 
of Fame speech in which 
he berated damn near ev-
erybody. Brett Favre took a 
picture of his genitalia and 
sent it to a sideline reporter. 
All our pop culture icons are 
ass****s. We need the rat 
pack because there is no one 
else. 
That’s not to say that the 
rat pack weren’t ass****s; 
my cynicism, which comes 
requisite with my 21st cen-
tury American citizenship, 
leads me to believe that they 
probably were. However, 
the important thing is that 
neither I, nor anyone in my 
generation, regards them 
that way. 
It’s tough to pinpoint 
the exact reason why we 
idealize Sinatra and his crew 
so much. Perhaps, it’s just 
nostalgia, but can anyone re-
ally be nostalgic for a time 
period they never experi-
enced? Can I long for a de-
cade from which I’m so far 
removed my parents were 
still infants? No, I believe 
the reasoning is much sim-
pler than something as com-
plex as nostalgia. It’s about 
appearance. 
Despite the advent of 
color film and photography 
approximately eighty years 
ago, when asked to imagine 
the rat pack, I instinctively 
do it in black and white. I 
imagine them impeccably 
dressed in suits with hats 
tilted to a side. They are al-
ways laughing or wistfully 
looking off into the distance. 
In short, the images are ar-
tificial. 
I do not imagine Frank 
Sinatra as he was, but as how 
he was portrayed 
by the media, or 
his publicist, or by 
whomever. A quick 
Google search 
confirms as much. 
Nearly all the re-
turns are off care-
fully crafted im-
ages of Sinatra. I intuitively 
find him to be cool because I 
am only ever presented with 
images of him looking cool.
Even though today’s 
celebrities are more media 
conscious and savvy than 
ever before, it is impossible 
to control image to that de-
gree. When asked to men-
tally picture Jay-Z, I might 
imagine him performing, 
mic in hand, wearing a bag-
gy t-shirt with beads of sweat 
dripping down his head. Or, 
I might imagine him sitting, 
looking bored at a sports 
event next to Beyonce. 
There’s nothing wrong with 
these images, they are just 
rather pedestrian. Unlike the 
images of the rat pack, these 
are pictures of Jay Z acting 
naturally. They are authentic 
portrayals of what life is like 
for Jay-Z. 
However, when con-
structing myths about my 
celebrities, I don’t want to 
envision them doing their 
daily routines. I don’t want 
my celebrities dressing in t-
shirts and jeans. I want them 
wearing three piece suits and 
tuxedos. I don’t want them 
talking to their girlfriends 
at New Jersey Nets games. 
I want them starring pen-
sively off into the distance 
or laughing at jokes to which 
only they know the punch 
lines. I don’t want the real 
thing; I want the idea. 
Frank Sinatra and the 
Rat Pack are so cool pre-
cisely because I don’t listen 
to their songs or watch their 
movies. I am familiar only 
with their concept, and, as 
a result, I love them. They 
represent what I want them 
to represent. I love them be-
cause I created them. 
Jay-Z and I likely have 
different definitions of cool, 
but we find ground with Si-
natra because we both are 
able to project our beliefs 
onto him. Jay-Z has his ver-
sion of Sinatra cool, I have 
mine, and my seventy year 
old great uncle has his.
Interestingly enough, 
I’m not sure that’s possible 
anymore. Between blogs, 
paparazzi and entertainment 
“journalism” I know way 
too much about celebrities 
to successfully construct any 
myths. 
I know who Tiger 
Woods has slept with, (Prac-
tically everybody.) how 
Eminem feels about his 
mom, (He doesn’t like her.) 
and even how John Mayer 
would describe sex with 
Jessica Simpson. (Like na-
palm.) 
What can I do with 
that information? Well, I can 
paint a somewhat accurate 
picture of who they are and 
how they feel about things. 
What can’t I do with it? Cre-
ate an icon. 
Frank Sinatra is here to 
stay, not necessarily for his 
contributions to American 
music, but as a testament to 
contemporary cool.  
PETER COLLINS
COLUMNIST
collip@lakeforest.edu
Brief Editorial Pref-
ace from the Columnist
[Please note that this 
article does not represent 
the opinions of the Sten-
tor – only one of its many 
good-looking writers, who 
does not constitute the 
Stentor proper.
Also, note that this 
article promotes the celer-
ity of all genders and sexes 
and only intends to note – 
somewhat seriously – on 
the general quiescence of 
men.]
The Actual Article:
A ream of reports tell 
us that women are increas-
ingly dissatisfied with their 
male significant oth-
ers; ABC, the New York 
Times, and the BBC pub-
lished articles comment-
ing on the phenomena 
and pointing to the current 
deficiencies of men.  Per-
sonal experience, further-
more, shows me that my 
guy friends are just pretty 
phlegmatic (e.g. I am one 
of two men from my group 
of friends to graduate high 
school).
I don’t think that I 
should be speaking for my 
sex or that people should 
give me the space to re-
proach my gender, for I am 
a poor example of a man. 
Even my timorous tone at 
the beginning of this article 
shows that I lack the requi-
site courage of a man.  Or 
maybe it shows that I’m 
sort of apathetic and that 
I shirk full explanation of 
my ideas.
Nonetheless, I will as-
sert my stentorian opinion 
– here in THE STENTOR 
– and claim that men – my 
friends, my family mem-
bers, and me – are totally 
lame.  
What I mean by lame 
is that most guys I know 
associate their gender in 
some way with their dull 
sense of alacrity; specifi-
cally, men don’t do a whole 
lot because it isn’t cool to 
do stuff when you are a 
guy.  Since this last sen-
tence’s level of clarity em-
ulates my degree of manli-
ness, let me really explain 
what I mean.
Surely, you – reader 
– know that significantly 
fewer men than women go 
to college.  Of course, you 
know that women compose 
most of the student govern-
ment at most colleges.  I 
don’t even have to mention 
that more women than men 
received Phd’s last year.  
It is superfluous for 
me to note that my male 
friends, like yours, are more 
concerned with avoiding 
work and college than they 
are concerned with wars, 
politics...
cont’d on page 10
PAUL HENNE
COLUMNIST
hennepm@lakeforest.edu
Frank Sinatra and the Rat 
Pack are cool... I am familiar 
only with their concept, and, 
as a result, I love them. 
“
”
Photos courtesy of  IMDB.com
What makes all our 1950s icons undeniably, 
exceptionally, and unbelievably cool
Men and The Big Lebowski
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...showering regularly, 
or their environment.  Men 
malinger like kids, bath in 
lassitude, and own it all.
I think that I know the 
source of the malady.  The 
Big Lebowski (1998) may 
be the worst film that I will 
ever watch.  I can’t watch 
the entire film because of 
the languorous protagonist 
and the insipid jokes about 
white Russians and being 
lazy.  But I really don’t care 
about critiquing the movie 
– only its nefarious effects.
The Coen brothers 
wanted to critique the deaf 
and blind attitude of young, 
apathetic, American males 
towards politics, war, and 
society in general.  The 
problem is that the brothers 
only perpetuated the phe-
nomena. 
 Rather than creating 
a really great critique for 
the audience, they f**ked 
up and made a model – the 
Dude – for my male friends 
to live by.  Instead of think-
ing that the Lebowski 
sucks, my friends actually 
like this idiot.
This movie has 
harmed my family, all of 
my friends, and me.  The 
movie, for example, has 
a cult following, which 
maintains a religion, mul-
tiple annual festivals, and 
a couple hundred Internet 
sites dedicated to preserv-
ing purportedly funny 
quotations spoken by the 
Dude.  My friends and I, 
moreover, have used the 
word “dude,” since I was 
about fourteen.  I don’t 
know what could be more 
perilous to a young man’s 
vocabulary.
This is not a novel 
concept for movies and 
television, however.  The 
Simpsons, Family Guy, 
and the King of Queens 
use the same techniques; 
stupid men with protrud-
ing guts act stupid and 
funny to point out vices 
in typical American life. 
The entertainment, how-
ever, is merely entertain-
ment.  People laugh at the 
critiques – at themselves – 
and continue on with their 
lethargic lives.  The irony 
fails.
I point to movies and 
shows like The Big Leb-
owski for the general las-
situde of men.  I totally see 
a correlation between these 
movies and men wanting to 
avoid college.  
With the proliferation 
of men without fathers or 
with mere half-the-time fa-
thers and with the increas-
ing amount of time spent 
watching idiotic movies, I 
see no alternative answer. 
Although this may sound 
like carping, I really mean 
it.
This Monday after-
noon, I was sitting in the 
Deerpath Lobby, feeling just 
about the same as I usually 
do at two o’clock: stressed 
from all the studying I had 
to do. I was bent over some 
French homework worrying 
about the quiz coming the 
next day, when my attention 
became a little unfocused 
on myself. I noticed what I 
might classify as our Deer-
path “janitor” sitting at a 
table next to the window. He 
was peering outside, seem-
ing to be as distracted as I 
was at the moment. 
His look was what I 
suppose in a book would 
be called pensive, and I be-
gan wondering what he was 
thinking about. He was star-
ing outside at the surround-
ing buildings and scenery, 
but he probably wasn’t 
thinking about Lake Forest 
College.  In fact, I’m pretty 
sure he wasn’t. 
As often happens when 
you’re staring at someone, 
the janitor (for lack of a bet-
ter name) turned toward me. 
I smiled at him, he smiled 
back, and I looked back 
down at my homework be-
cause we all know it’s awk-
ward to stare at strangers. 
But as I continued to study 
I periodically looked back 
up at him while I was in 
the lounge because he had 
got me thinking- and about 
something other than my 
own schedule or dilemmas. 
He meandered over to 
the other side of the lounge 
and rested on a piano bench 
and continued to stare out-
side from a different van-
tage point. I wondered what 
he was doing. I knew the 
girl’s bathroom had been 
cleaned already. I assumed 
the guy’s had been as well. 
And he obviously didn’t ap-
pear to have any work… “Is 
he waiting on a ride home, 
perhaps?... Maybe he shares 
a ride to work everyday 
with a family member who 
drops him off….? Maybe he 
can’t even afford a car…?” 
I didn’t get any answers to 
these questions. But the an-
swers I did come up with 
were more important than 
most of the issues I was fac-
ing that day. 
After all, what leads 
someone to get a job clean-
ing a bathroom? No one 
wakes up one day and says 
“my dream job is to be a jan-
itor.” No one envisions their 
life as a kid doing many of 
the jobs they are faced with 
the reality of doing much of 
their lives as adults. But in 
the words of the show Dirty 
Jobs “someone has to do it.” 
But who? Someone does 
them, but so often it seems 
he or she is overlooked. 
Likewise, how? How did 
the person that is scrubbing 
my community shower end 
up there? 
Now, these questions 
are coming from a girl who 
grew up in a farm town.  A 
girl who spent most of her 
life trying to get away.  A 
girl who got away and  then 
fulfilled the classic story of 
realizing that even getting 
away wasn’t as cracked up 
as it was made out to be. 
People from my home-
town have the habit of tell-
ing me and my friends who 
left that we’re the lucky 
ones. That we worked hard 
enough to experience some-
thing new. But coming to 
a place which often seems 
like it’s a completely differ-
ent world… well, that’s just 
how I judge it as being: dif-
ferent. I don’t see this life in 
Lake Forest as being better 
or worse with its fancy cars 
and huge houses than my 
own world back home with 
tractors and barns… It’s just 
different. 
So what does the pen-
sive janitor have to do with 
it? Just that it seems that no 
matter where we’re at in 
life, we’re always looking 
to something else or some-
where else to make things 
easier. What is that janitor’s 
life like? He obviously got 
the job because he had to. 
He needed to pay his bills. 
Perhaps he has a wife and 
kids he is doing is best to 
provide for. Perhaps he has 
a family he’s sending part 
of his check to every month. 
Perhaps the work he does 
that we consider menial, has 
more value to it than all my 
years at college will have. 
Maybe he’s work-
ing just as hard as I am on 
a very different thing, for 
reasons which could out-
weigh my desire to earn an 
A on a test any day of the 
week. Perhaps, his job that 
he has to do, is more selfless 
than anything I’ve done my 
whole life.
Moving to a suburb 
of Chicago, I realized the 
stigma that was held to-
ward farming communities. 
Not all untrue, but a kind 
of superiority, as though 
“we have more education, 
culture, and smarts because 
we’re doing more important 
jobs. Instead of combining 
corn; we’re running court 
cases.” But what I got out of 
the change wasn’t a superi-
ority, but instead a respect 
for those who do what they 
don’t necessarily want to do 
because it’s the right thing.
I don’t know that jani-
tor’s story. I’ve made it up 
on my own with no known 
facts. But something had to 
get him where he is now and 
even if his story is nothing 
like I’ve guessed, whose to 
say it’s any less significant 
than my own? In fact, whose 
to say his isn’t much more 
pressing than mine? I can 
guarantee he was probably 
contemplating issues bigger 
than whether he could re-
member some French adjec-
tives for tomorrow’s exam. 
I was convinced I 
worked my butt off in high 
school to get away. But now 
that I’m away, I’m working 
just as hard. People in the big 
city look at those from the 
country as being less meaty, 
less sustainable. And people 
from the country know that 
much of the manual labor 
they do couldn’t be handled 
by “city folk.” But why? 
Whose says that janitor’s 
job is any less important 
than the professors of this 
school? We need them both. 
Just like we need farming 
and business in our nation. 
Who is the arbitrary 
judge of what job, way of 
life, or education choice is 
better than another? Why 
does it seem that we hold so 
much respect for the people 
who spend a fortune on an 
education for themselves, 
when others are spending 
every bit of their time and 
energy on their duties or 
loved ones, but maybe do-
ing something less popular? 
I don’t know that I 
have an answer. But from 
a girl whose seen a bit of 
both worlds, no world is all 
it’s cracked up to be. And 
maybe our respect should be 
based more on the reasons 
behind the hard work that 
someone does than the ac-
tual task done--be it teach-
ing a student, studying some 
homework, or cleaning a 
toilet seat. 
SHAWNA HITE
OPINIONS EDITOR
hitesd@lakeforest.edu
  Rather than creating a really 
great critique for the audience, 
they made a model – the Dude 
– for my male friends to live by. 
Instead of thinking that the Leb-
owski sucks, my friends actually 
like this idiot.
“
”
Who is the arbitrary judge 
of what job, way of life, or 
education choice is better than 
another? ”
“
Men, continued The stress that exists within all walks of life 
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Perhaps it was the 
presence of family and 
friends on Senior/Parents 
Day last Saturday that 
inspired the football team 
to come away with their 
most decisive victory of the 
season. The 35-6 triumph 
over visiting Knox College 
Last Friday marked 
the home opener for 
the Women’s Hockey 
team, which hopes that 
this season will match 
if not top the success 
they had last year. 
The Foresters hosted 
visiting Augsburg 
College in consecutive 
games on Friday and 
Saturday night, skating 
themselves to victory in 
each of them with final 
scores of 2-0 and 4-2. The 
team, who was ranked in 
the top ten in the country 
in Division III Women’s 
Hockey last year, has a 
nice mix of talent ranging 
from veteran seniors 
to incoming freshmen, 
leading Head Coach Carisa 
Zaban to believe that this 
year has the potential to 
be even better than last. 
Zaban, entering her 
seventh year as Head 
Coach of the Women’s 
Hockey team, is the all 
time leader in wins for 
a head coach in school 
history. She knows that 
the success of last year’s 
team is a strong building 
block for this year, but 
doesn’t necessarily mean 
that the team can pick up 
where they left off. “I feel 
this year’s team has the 
capability to be stronger 
than last year’s, but 
ultimately it is going to 
come down to how much 
we want it,” she said. 
The 2010 Foresters 
are also different from 
the 2009 Foresters in 
that they enter this year 
as defending NCHA 
Champions, with the 
invisible target on their 
backs placed there by 
every team they will face 
throughout the course 
of the season. The only 
thing in sports more 
difficult than winning a 
championship is winning 
consecutive ones, 
something Zaban is both 
aware of and confident 
her team will be able to 
handle. “This year, being 
the NCHA champs, it 
puts a target on our back, 
but I also think it holds us 
more accountable, which 
is good,” she said. Zaban 
feels that the Pre-Season’s 
Coaches Poll that had 
Lake Forest finishing 3rd 
in the NCHA this year 
is “extremely feasible.” 
“One thing we learned 
last year,” she said, “is 
that everything we do 
leads up to how we finish, 
and our goal this year is 
to get past the semi-final 
game and fight for the 
O’Brien Cup and then 
hopefully the NCAA’s.” 
With the season still 
in its early stages, the 
contribution of first year 
players remains to be 
seen on a larger scale, 
but the return of several 
key players has Zaban 
confident that they will 
help develop some of the 
team’s younger players. 
Zaban points to three of 
last year’s scoring leaders: 
Kim Herring, Lynn Switaj, 
and Melissa Kravich as 
“big impact players,” 
with the hope that they 
will be able to produce 
similar success from last 
year. Defensively, Zaban 
feels that the return of 
Molly Wallner and Angie 
Chronis will be enough 
to “help the four new 
freshmen at that position.” 
Every game will 
be meaningful for the 
women’s hockey team 
this year, and if it isn’t it 
will be for the other team 
who will be looking to 
come away with a victory 
worthy of bragging rights. 
Every team in every sport 
lives for the opportunity 
to defeat a champion of 
some sort, and this year, 
the Foresters are that team. 
The season is young, 
with just two games 
crossed off the schedule 
so far, but with both of 
them going the Forester’s 
way there is strong 
reason to expect another 
memorable season. 
hoisted the team’s record 
to 2-7 for the season, with 
one game remaining at St. 
Norbert College. Parents 
of all the players, freshmen 
through seniors, were 
acknowledged along with 
their sons at halftime before 
a well-attended crowd of 
758.  The win was the team’s 
second in a row, with the 
first of the season coming 
the previous weekend 
against Lawrence. History 
was made in the second 
quarter when Sophomore 
Dominick Campagna kicked 
the school’s second longest 
field goal at 49 yards, 
extending the Forester’s 
lead at the time to 9-0. 
While the recent success of 
the team will not be enough 
to see their season extend 
beyond Saturday’s game at 
St. Norbert, there exists a 
sense of promise in finishing 
the season on a high note. 
NICK CANTOR
SPORTS EDITOR
cantons@lakeforest.edu
NICK CANTOR
SPORTS EDITOR
cantons@lakeforest.edu
Top: Womens Hockey lines up before the first game.
Above: Jenn Caldwell pushes the puck up the ice.
Left: Forester football intercepts a pass.
Photos Courtesy of Scott Sanford
Women’s hockey checks into a new season
Football concludes season with a win
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Lake Forest College 
Men’s Soccer team 
ended the 2010 season 
on a high note with a 
1-0 shutout victory over 
Monmouth College last 
Sunday at Farwell Field. 
The victory put their 
overall record for the 
season at 12-6 and 5-4 
within the conference. 
Head Coach Chris 
Bergmann described the 
finish to the season as “the 
best in the last six years.” 
The team finished in fifth 
place in the Midwest 
Conference, missing the 
postseason by one spot. 
Despite missing the 
playoffs, the Foresters 
had success in numerous 
categories by season’s 
end, finishing first in 
shots, points, goals, and 
goals per game. The team 
also finished second in 
the average number of 
goals allowed per game 
with 1.22. The team’s 
12-6 overall record is 
even more surprising 
given that they split the 
first eight matches of 
the season, going 4-4, 
before going on an 8-2 
tear to close out the year. 
Only one of the team’s 
losses was by more than 
a single goal, a 4-0 loss 
at Millikin in October. 
The other five defeats 
were all one goal defeats 
that could very well have 
gone the Foresters way 
on any other given day. 
October 24th’s 3-2 
loss to Beloit officially 
ended Lake Forest’s 
chances of reaching the 
tournament, dropping 
their conference record 
at the time to 3-4. The 
team went onto win each 
of their remaining two 
matches against Illinois 
College and Monmouth 
at  home during 
Halloween weekend. 
In a sport where 1-0 
scores are not uncommon 
and scoring chances can ill 
afford to be squandered, 
the 2010 Foresters have 
much to be proud of, 
despite falling short of 
their ultimate goal in the 
end. Statistically, they 
were one of the strongest 
teams in the conference all 
year, which tells more of 
the story than the simple 
result of a final score. “The 
team has built a strong 
foundation for success,” 
Bergmann acknowledged, 
adding that “we have 
built our foundation on 
character, community, 
courage, and work ethic.” 
Freshman Mahir 
Mameledzija scored 
the first goal of his 
collegiate career en route 
to a 3-1 victory over 
Concordia Chicago on 
September 14th. Fellow 
freshman Steven Johnson 
had the opportunity 
to celebrate the same 
accomplishment eight 
days later in a 4-0 shutout 
against Benedictine. The 
Midwest Conference 
acknowledged Chris 
H a u g h t - T h o m p s o n 
and freshman Mahir 
Mameledzija as Defensive 
and Offensive Players of 
the Week on September 
27th. Mameledzija was 
later named “Forester 
Athlete of the Week” by 
the school for two goals 
and two assists he had 
in a pair of conference 
games. Tom Biesiada 
was also named Player 
of the Week for his ten 
saves in goal against 
Elmhurst, matching a 
personal career high. 
Finally, it was the 
widespread talent and 
success of so many 
different players, 
emulated when freshman 
Alexi Spiratos scored his 
first goal of his career, 
becoming the 19th different 
player on the team to 
score a goal this year that 
highlighted the depth and 
longevity of talent this 
team possesses.  Perhaps 
the greatest victory for 
the team came against 
Augustana, a 1-0 victory 
in the 108th minute in a 
double overtime victory, 
a testament to the team’s 
resiliency and “never give 
in” work ethic preached 
by Coach Bergmann. 
With a slow start 
to the season being the 
only reason the Foresters 
find themselves not in 
postseason action, there 
is little to be disappointed 
in and much to look 
forward to next year. 
NICK CANTOR
SPORTS EDITOR
cantons@lakeforest.edu
Men’s Soccer Ends on a
High
Above: Mahir Mameledzija kicks the ball out of the goalie’s hands.
Photos Courtesy of Scott Sanford
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